The speed gain of a test mass from taking a gravitational slingshot around a celestial object (scattering centre) increases with the latter's speed and compactness (stronger deflection of the mass' trajectory becomes possible without it hitting the surface of the object). The black holes (BHs) in a tight binary (consisting of two black holes; we are not considering X-ray binaries), themselves moving at relativistic speeds, represent optimal scattering centres. Therefore, a sub-population of accreting matter particles, swept up into chaotic orbits around a BH binary, might repeatedly take slingshots and become accelerated to ultra-relativistic speeds (as seen by observers on Earth), ultimately escaping from the binary, as well as the fate of being devoured by a BH. The escaped particles can plausibly be observed on Earth as ultra-high-energy cosmic rays (UHECRs). Investigating such a possibility would require general relativistic slingshot formulae due to the high speeds involved and the close encounters with BHs. We derive them in this paper, and show that the percentage gain per slingshot in a particle's Lorentz factor remains undiminished even as the particle energizes up, thus demonstrating that the slingshot mechanism can in principal accelerate particles to extreme energies.
sub-population of them (in which case, some or all of the mechanisms mentioned above may contribute significantly, and the constrains may be due to confusions brought about by the multi-channel complexity), might be born in these systems, out of purely gravitational processes. We caution though, that although we will argue that our present understanding (which is unfortunately next to nothing) of the environment surrounding binary BHs (BBHs) does not exclude our proposed mechanism as a significant contributor to UHECRs (i.e., we will show that optimistic parameter estimates exist, but we don't have sufficient evidence to claim that they are the most probable), the analysis presented in this paper is severely limited by technical difficulties, and we in no way claim that it definitively would play such a role. Instead, we wish only to solicit interest for an acceleration mechanism that we think deserves closer scrutiny.
We begin by motivating gravitational slingshots or gravity assist as an acceleration mechanism through more qualitative considerations in Sec. 2, before deriving quantitative general relativistic slingshot formulae in Sec. 3, which shows that there is no degradation in the efficiency of the slingshots even as the cosmic ray (CR) particles already possess very high energies, making acceleration to the exceptional energies of the UHECRs possible. We note that numerical studies tracking pressureless matter flow around a binary have been carried out by Ref. [26] , in order to study electromagnetic counterparts to gravitational waves (GWs) . That study already demonstrated that even the bulk of that matter could be accelerated to high Lorentz factors, but here we are more interested in the extremely energetic outliers, so an analytical study, beyond providing more insight, is perhaps more convenient, since numerical studies would need to track an extremely large number of particles to achieve a decent sample size of the outliers. In regard to other UHECR phenomenology, due to the relatively low event rate, directional deflection by magnetic fields and the uncertainty about particle physics at such high energies, definitive observational inferences are relatively few. Nevertheless, several broad stroke features appear to have emerged, and we will discuss the compatibility of the proposed repeated slingshots (RS) mechanism with them. These discussions will be blended into Secs. 2 and 3. We then conclude and motivate further studies in Sec. 4. In this paper, we work in geometrized units with G = c = 0 = 1. Within that unit, we use solar mass M as the fundamental length unit, which equates to 1.5km (or 5 × 10 −6 s) when translated back to cgs or SI units. The metric convention we adopt is (− + ++).
Gravitational acceleration 2.1 Motivating gravity-based mechanisms
One consideration motivating us to look at gravity-based acceleration mechanisms is the fact that the alternatives suffer from the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac damping (see e.g., [27, 28] ). This is an under-scrutinized separate and additional radiation loss channel to the ones, such as synchrotron radiation, that's usually examined in the UHECR production context (see e.g., [17] ), and is more difficult to circumvent because it is an intrinsic by-product of the energization process itself. Namely, the act of accelerating charged particles would in itself induce electromagnetic radiations (whose power is proportional to the acceleration squared, see e.g., Eq. 25 in [29] ), and so the particle experiences a decelerating back-reaction. This means while energy is being pumped into the charged particles, e.g., by some electrostatic field 1 , or through the electromagnetic scatterings in the Fermi processes 2 [30, 31, 32, 33] , some of it inevitably leaks out, and the more intense the injection, the greater proportion of the energy is lost. Therefore, if one wants to rapidly boost the UHECR nuclei's speed to ultra-relativistic values, they must be prepared to accept a diminished efficiency, enhancing the demands on the force field intensity at the source site. On the other hand, as compared to electromagnetism (EM), gravity offers an interesting loss-free alternative. Because the nuclei in a vacuum gravitational field would simply follow geodesics and are freely falling (at leading order), their radiation reaction is suppressed (see [29] for precise formulae where higher order corrections are also included). An intuitive portrait of this effect must be somewhat nuanced, since the statement of whether a charged particle radiates is observer dependent [34, 35] . Specifically, a freely falling charge does not radiate as seen by a comoving inertial observer, but it radiates when observed by a stationary/accelerating observer [36] . Nevertheless, as is clear in the simpler case of an accelerating observer seeing radiation coming off a static charge in a flat spacetime, such radiation does not necessarily imply a draining of energy from the particle. We can construct a more gauge invariant description as follows: at any time during the free-falling motion of a charged particle A, we can place a free-falling charge-neutral particle B at the same location, with a matching instantaneous velocity, so that B corresponds to the aforementioned comoving inertial observer. Since this observer will not see particle A radiating (thus suffers no radiation reaction), it will not find any acceleration of A relative to herself, and so A and B will remain in lock-step to the next moment in time, where the same analysis can again be applied. Therefore, the two particles will share the same geodetic trajectory, with A suffering no extra loss of energy due to it carrying an electric charge. 1 Note that magnetic field does no work, so ultimately electric fields have to be involved, but the to-be-accelerated ions themselves or electron-positron pair production tends to short them out, so long-lived electrostatic fields may not be easy to sustain. 2 In this case, the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac damping would manifest as extra photons coming off when the charged particles quickly turn around when hitting a magnetic scattering centre, which must partake in the conservation of energy and momentum computations. This complication is usually not taken into account, but should be important in the UHECR context, since the scenario of ultra-relativistic particles taking a near U-turn without emitting any photon seems unlikely. ι (a) ι (b) Fig. 1 . A couple of particle trajectories (red) integrated around a binary of equal-mass BHs, using Newtonian gravity. The black circle indicates the orbits of the BHs, and its intersection with the trajectories does not always mean that the particle falls into a BH, as the crossing can be temporally mismatched. The locations of the starting positions are marked out with ι. (a): A particle that takes a number of slingshots, become accelerated to high speeds and escape the binary. The inset is a zoom-in on the central region (not the same viewing angle as the main figure). Note this geodesic is an arbitrary generic one, from a sample of a few integrations that we performed for illustration purpose only. It is not specially sought to produce the large number of slingshots needed to produce UHECRs, which if plotted would in any case cover the figure too densely and not be visually helpful. (b): Another particle that experiences many slingshots but not always in an accelerating configuration, and end up falling into a BH at .
The celestial objects possessing the most intense gravitational fields are the BHs, but which type to concentrate on? There are both X-ray binaries and a supermassive BH in our own galaxy, at distances of at most a few kpc from us. So galactic sources would likely dominate the UHECR if single BHs are the sources. This is the opposite to what is seen [9, 37] . Looking beyond single BHs, binaries are the obvious next category. The occurrence of supermassive BH binaries in the nearby universe is too low to be interesting (pulsar-timing arrays set strong limits [38, 39, 40] ), but it is observationally proven that there exists stellar mass BBHs in the local universe (but no tight advanced-stage pairs in the Milky Way, otherwise LIGO and VIRGO would have seen them even when they are still in the late inspiral phase, so stellar BBH sources are consistent with no local dominance in the UHECRs). In addition, there is now tentative evidence of UHECR directional correlation with starburst galaxies [41] , where BBHs are likely more abundant than average (see e.g., discussions in [42] ). We will thus examine the stellar mass BBH scenario in more details, since it also possesses the required energy density, and is dynamic enough to allow for interesting kinetics to inject energy into accreting matter particles.
Specifically, it provides the setting for an extreme version of the gravity assist process commonly employed in deep space explorations. The particles taking a slingshot off of the extremely fast moving BHs in a tight binary will receive a tug that relativistically boost its speed. Furthermore, when a particle is travelling in-between the BHs, the gravitational pull due to the holes point in roughly opposite directions, so the particle is not necessarily inclined to quickly fall into either one, especially if the holes are spinning rapidly (infalling particles are deflected to help enforce cosmic censorship [43] ). This means that a subset of particles could negotiate the complex tomography of the gravitational potential when traversing the interior regions of the binary, without quickly falling into either hole (see Fig. 1 for pictorial examples of quite generic chaotic orbits followed by particles making their ways around a binary). Opportunities exist then, for a further subset of fortunate particles to take multiple slingshots and be accelerated to ultra-relativistic speeds (become more light-like), making them even more difficult for the gravity of either hole to grab onto (i.e., with more slingshots, the particles become less likely to fall into the BHs, and more likely to participate in further slingshots), eventually allowing them to escape the binary region all together. A corollary of this discussion is that the RS mechanism does not operate effectively on massless particles like photons, that are already moving at the speed of light, and will simply escape quickly. So there won't be any accompanying ultra-high energy photons to the UHECRs, in agreement with observations [3, 4, 44] .
Composition
Being gravity-based, the RS process operates independently of the rest mass of the particle being accelerated (so long as that mass is not zero), so it will accelerate different nuclei to the same Lorentz factor, resulting in nuclei with mass number A having A times the energy of a proton. Such a migration into heavier nuclei at higher energies is supported by observations [9, 5, 6, 7, 45, 4] , and is more pronounced with RS than EM alternatives, which are often assumed to be rigidity-dependent (e.g., through Fig. 4 of [6] . The energy corresponding to peak fraction of hydrogen is indicated with a solid black vertical line, and those correspondingly predicted for helium are shown as solid (shifted from the black line by log 10 A for gravitational acceleration) and dashed (shifted by log 10 Z for EM acceleration) red vertical lines.
considerations of magnetic confinement to the acceleration region), with total energy proportional to the atomic number Z instead of A [46] . This provides us with a way to distinguish between gravitational and EM acceleration mechanisms, and hints that scaling according to A is more appropriate have already begun to emerge from data. The most direct and objective method is to examine the composition trend against energy, as extracted without referencing any source models (but dependent on hadronic interaction models). With either mechanisms, the flux density spectra of different elements will simply share the same spectral shape, but are shifted against each other along the logarithmic energy axis by either log Z or log A, and weighted by their relative abundances at source. One can then reasonably expect that the percentage composition of an element will peak near the top of its own flux distribution, provided that the drop-off in the high energy end of the shared spectral shape is fairly sharp (peak-to-cutoff distance is small as compared to log Z or log A), because otherwise the tails of the more abundance lighter elements will protrude into the peak regions of heavier elements, still dominating in fractional presence due to their shear overwhelming total population, thus pushing peak fraction for the rarer heavier elements further into higher energies. Fortunately, the small observed variance at the highest energies in the depth of atmospheric shower max X max restricts the simultaneous presence of elements of very different A at the same energy (and especially the presence of protons that tend to cause the most variability -the variations partially average out for heavier elements as more incident nucleons are involved), so the tail cannot be too fat. Furthermore, the abundances of hydrogen and helium would be relatively close (an order of magnitude difference in our solar neighbourhood, but nitrogen is four orders of magnitudes rarer than hydrogen, see [47] ), so the required sharpness of cutoff is much relaxed if we only compare the peak fraction locations of these two lightest elements.
We carry out this investigation by collecting in Fig. 2 the composition fittings to X max produced by [6] (we only consider the EPOS-LHC [48] hadronic interaction model that incorporates the 7TeV LHC data and provides the best fit to observational data, see the conclusion section of [6] ), and the result appears to favour the A-dependent gravitational acceleration mechanisms. Furthermore, it is worth noting that their fits exclude a proton plus iron composition, and in fact excludes significant iron contributions even when acceptable fits are produced by introducing intermediate elements (see the magenta dot-dashed line in Fig. 2 ). This is somewhat strange as iron nuclei are very stable against photodisintegration [49] and are fairly abundant in the universe (similar abundance to nitrogen in the solar neighbourhood [47] ). It is however reasonable in the context of the RS mechanism, since the iron cores of the progenitor stars should have all collapsed into BHs, while the debris forming an accretion disk that injects UHECR candidate particles into the binary region would instead originate primarily from the outer layers, consisting of lighter elements, that have been blow out during the hypernovae.
We further note that the heaviest and most energetic UHECR constituents being in the C/N/O group has a rather desirable consequence, since then the most important attenuating factor at the highest energies becomes photodisintegration [50] , whose associated attenuation length exhibits a sharp turn at a Lorentz factor of 3 × 10 9 , beyond which it begins to trend more steeply lower against energy (see the left panel of Fig. 1 in [51] ). This threshold Lorentz factor equates to an energy of around 40EeV for the C/N/O group. Because the number of sources scales as distance cubed (for a uniform distribution), the slope of the resulting dropoff in the flux density would be further amplified as compared to this one in the distance horizon, so this effect could plausibly explain the sharp cutoff in the UHECR flux density spectrum, occurring also at 40EeV. In other words, the cutoff may still be a propagation effect, just not due to the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) limit [52, 53] , which only has a chance to exert itself with protons (energy limits for the other elements scale as A, and goes above 40EeV), but there are probably hardly any protons at the highest UHECR energies (see Fig. 2 ). This scenario would be consistent with the lack of observed ultra-high energy neutral GZK by-products [4] .
Furthermore, photodisintegration for the heavier elements (see the curve segments corresponding to UHECR energies in Fig. 1 of [51] ) and pair production for protons [54] both set the maximum distance to the sources of the highest energy UHECRs at around 1Gpc (i.e., the sources should be within the local universe), but this does not prevent CRs originating further out from reaching us altogether. Photodisintegration does not reduce the Lorentz factors of the composite nuclei that it breaks up, so the CRs from cosmological sources ( 1Gpc) will all turn into ultra-relativistic protons, which will also become partially energydepleted through the pair production effect until their energies fall to around 5EeV, below which the pair production attenuation length rises to tens of Gpc (see Fig. 8 of [54] ; and also discussions therein along similar lines, although it is the enhanced photodisintegration at EM-active sources that was envisioned there). Consequently, cosmological sources could possibly provide the (extra-galactic) pure proton injection necessary to explain the ankle feature in the UHECR spectrum (at around 5EeV), as required by the dip model [55, 56] .
In summary, the RS mechanism could plausibly fit into a self-consistent picture, for which the mass composition versus energy relation, to be revealed in much greater clarity by the upcoming AugerPrime [4] and TAx4 [57] upgrades, will provide a more definitive test. Even at the present time though, the tentative hints are perhaps already sufficiently interesting to warrant a preliminary investigation of the basic properties of the RS mechanism, which we turn to in the next section.
Preliminary quantitative analysis

Newtonian slingshots
Although not quite sufficient in accuracy, some salient features of the RS process can be gleaned from a back-of-the-envelop Newtonian calculation, which gives that during each slingshot encounter, a particle with an initial speed v i , approaching a BH of speed v BH , with a deviation angle ϕ from the head-on direction, will emerge with speed
provided it emerges in a symmetric fashion also with angle ϕ to the BH's velocity. The maximum gain is achieved when the particle reverses course (ϕ = 0), in which case it picks up twice the speed of the BH, much like a small billiard ball hitting a much larger one head-on, bouncing back elastically and getting an optimal boost to its speed at twice the speed of the larger ball. With slingshots however, the particle cannot hit the scattering centre face-on and will instead swing around the back of it (see Fig. 4 below), so the head-on configuration is only possible if the particles can approach sufficiently close to the gravitating centre to experience enough gravity to severely bend (fold) its trajectory. For example, with a spacecraft doing slingshots around a planet, the limit is how deep it can skim the edge of the atmosphere without crashing into it (Eq. (1) does not take such issues into account, and should really be seen as making the approximation where the scattering centre is a point mass). In other words, the key for achieving high speeds through slingshots is that the scattering centres should be fast-moving compact objects, and BHs in a tight binary satisfy this criteria optimally. Although useful for intuition building, the simple Newtonian expression (1) severely over-estimates the efficiency of the slingshots. Take for example the masses of the two BHs to be M A = 1/2M tot (where A = 1, 2 labels the two holes), and their separation at b = 2000M tot (still quite far from merger), the Keplerian orbital angular velocity
gives the speed of each BH at v BH ≈ 0.01c (we will occasionally keep c around for emphasis, even though it has a value of unity in our units). This means that the Newtonian formula predicts that a mere 50 slingshot episodes at optimal configuration will launch particles to superluminal speeds (and this number drops to five with b = 20M tot , which corresponds to the late inspiral phase but the BHs are still well outside of each other's innermost stable circular orbits or ISCO). A special relativistic extension to the elastic scattering problem, capping the maximum speed, would also not suffice. Since the most effective near-head-on slingshots would involve particles passing very close to the BHs, near or inside the Inner Zones (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 ), where general relativistic effects are important. For example, the general relativistic correction to the effective radial potential (see the last term in Eq. (16) below, and Fig. 5 ) causes some geodesics with small impact parameters to fall into the BH. Or in other words, the collisions would not always be elastic, a situation that is similar but dynamically more complicated than the planetary atmosphere example discussed in the last paragraph. To obtain more appropriate estimates then, we will have to derive fully general relativistic expressions that takes the details of actual orbits (i.e., the viability of actually achieving any prescribed ϕ) into account. Perhaps due to their lack of practical utility in the foreseeable future however, general relativistic treatments of slingshot geodesics, as far as the author could ascertain, have not become an extensively investigated subject. While low order post-Newtonian expressions (on angle deflection, not speed gain) valid near our sun is available [58] , a fully exact general relativistic treatment needed for slingshots close to the event horizon of a BH is currently missing. We fill this gap in the next section, taking advantage of the fact that for Schwarzschild BHs, there exists analytical solutions to the geodesics in the comoving frame, and a simple boost of the coordinates allows us to translate the results to a resting frame.
Relativistic slingshots
To begin with, it is useful to quickly re-examine why gravity assist works in the relativistic context, even as the particles are not really accelerated in the traditional sense, but simply follow geodesics. Recall that the geodesic equation (q a denotes the four-coordinates of the geodesic, and τ its proper time)
preserves the norm of the tangent vector to the geodesic (as it is parallelly transported)
but not the individual component dt/dτ (it is mathematically impossible to conserve this time dilation factor without imposing additional gauge conditions, since then one is always at liberty to redefine t, but not τ), so the amplitude of the coordinate velocity (as measured by cosmic ray observers on Earth for example)
is not conserved along geodesics, making acceleration (as seen by observers on Earth) by gravitational slingshots possible. In other words, one may see the acceleration as due to a residual time dilation picked up during a close encounter with a BH, which is obviously difficult to achieve in the comoving frame where the scattering centre is a static BH, because there would be a symmetry between the incoming and outgoing legs of a particle's trajectory. However, such symmetries are broken when the BH is moving (or spinning). In other words, the frame of reference in which we measure the energies matters, a fact that is consistent with Newtonian slingshot intuitions (v f = v i when v BH = 0 in Eq. (1)), and incidentally also somewhat similar to the Fermi process, where there is no electric field thus no acceleration in the comoving frame of the magnetic scattering centres. For our study, the motion of the BH is due to it being in a binary, whose metric does not admit an exact analytical solution. Fortunately, the most important segment of a slingshot trajectory is that part in the close vicinity of individual holes. To traverse the IZ of a 30M BH, a particle with a low speed of 0.1c would only take about 0.02s, while the BHs will circle each other on 0.2s timescales even during the very late inspiral phase when b = 20M tot (3min when b = 2000M tot ), so one can argue that, as far as the slingshot process is concerned, it is reasonable to approximate each hole as a boosted Schwarzschild solution in uniform straight-line motion, with a velocity matching its instantaneous velocity in the binary (i.e., the orbital motion being in actuality circular is not relevant during each slingshot episode). One of course should be concerned that the 0.02s is a Newtonian estimate, and gravitational redshift may prolong it, depending on how close the trajectory gets to the BH. Using the lapse function of the Schwarzschild BH however, we see that the two timescales become comparable only when the particle gets within 0.02M A (2.5 × 10 −8 M A for b = 2000M tot ) of the event horizon, and spends the entirety of around 0.02s of its proper time there. Such extreme situations are not necessary for our discussion below. We are then in a position where analytical expressions can be produced, by first considering geodesics in the comoving frame of the BH, and then translating the results into a "resting" frame where the BH is moving with the aforementioned linear velocity (see Sec. 3.2.2 for further details).
The geodesics
The analytic expressions of the geodesics in the comoving frame of a Schwarzschild BH are well known (see [59, 60] ), but in the interest of a more self-contained discussion, we briefly summarize the main steps of their derivation. We also derive some explicit expressions that are not usually listed in standard references, which tend to concentrate more on circular or precessing elliptic-like orbits rather than the hyperbolic-like ones that are relevant for us.
Let (t A ,r A ,θ A ,φ A ) denote the comoving Schwarzschild coordinates associated with BH A, then along any timelike geodesic parameterized by proper time τ, we have
where
Because of the spherical symmetry of the Schwarzschild spacetime, we can always adjust the coordinates so the geodesic lies entirely on theθ A = π/2 plane (see Fig. 3 ). The symmetries (including the metric being temporally static) also allows for the identification of two conserved quantities, the specific (per unit rest mass) energy E and specific angular momentum L, defined by
as well as an impact-parameter-like length scale β ≡ L/E, allowing us to manipulate Eq. (6) into
where in the second line we factorize the cubic polynomial in terms of the inverse radiusũ A ≡ 1/r A . Solution to Eq. (9) is
where sn is the Jacobi elliptic sine function. The parameter φ 0 helps specify the initial angular position, against theφ A = 0 axis, which for our purpose is most conveniently set according to the direction of the BH's linear motion. The explicit expressions for the roots are
Since the three roots must add up to 1/(2M A ), and u 3 ∈ R, the roots u 1 and u 2 are either (i) complex conjugations of each other, or (ii) both real (no need to be equal in this case). Since ξ ∈ R and ζ ∈ C, we have that
Comparing with u 1 in Eq. (11), we see that case (i) generically happens when σ > 0 (so ζ could be real), while (ii) happens when σ < 0, or in other words when the impact parameter is sufficiently large
or in terms of E, that
.
The hyperbolic trajectories in Newtonian gravity generalizes (some may wind around the BH before escaping, see Fig. 4 ) to geodesics in category (ii), and it is these geodesics that are relevant to our slingshots. For them, the value 1/u 2 gives the distance 0 5 10 10 5 0 5 10 0
The effective radial potential V/2 is plotted as a function ofr A and L, as the meshed surface. An arbitrary demonstrative total radial motion energy E 2 /2 is shown as a green transparent smooth surface. A particle whose E 2 /2 surface slices into the V/2 surface at the L value that it possesses will run into a potential barrier when coming towards the BH, and move back out without falling into the hole. These are the particles relevant for our slingshot consideration. Fig. 6 . The inverse-radiusũ A as a function ofφ A , corresponding to the two cases of Fig. 4 . The red/black dashed vertical lines areφ + A /φ − A with the corresponding n numbers written next to them. Only theũ A > 0 parts correspond to physical geodesics, and the different segments separated bỹ u A < 0 ditches are equivalent geodesics shifted inφ A , a freedom that is already accounted for by φ 0 , so we only need to consider one segment. (a): For a more traditional "hyperbolic" orbit with L much larger than L min . (b): For a geodesic with L only slightly larger than L min , which winds around the BH for a full cycle before escaping. of closest approach (the roots are places where dũ A /dφ A = 0, thus correspond to extrema or inflection points inr A ). For completeness, we note that those other trajectories with smaller L mostly end up falling into the BH. A very convenient but rough way to see this is by considering the radial motion only, which satisfies
and resembles a particle of unit mass and energy E 2 /2 moving in a one dimensional potential well V(r A )/2 that is pictorially depicted in Fig. 5 . It is clear then that for a given E, having too small an L would allow the particle to slip into the BH through the "central valley" beneath the E 2 surface.
Having now the correct geodesics, Eq. (10) then allows to compute dũ A /dφ A on such trajectories, and so we can obtain the nonvanishing components of the proper velocity via
and then the comoving coordinate velocity is given by
Becauseũ A , thusr A and dũ A /dφ A are all functions ofφ A , these velocity components are most conveniently expressed in this variable (no need to integrate dφ A /dt A and re-express everything as functions oft A ), with the initialφ ι A and endingφ A values given by the solutions ofũ A = 0 (r A → ∞) according to Eq. (10). Explicitly, these asymptoticφ A values arẽ
where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. We plot the functionũ A (φ A ) in Fig. 6 , which makes it clear that we can pickφ
or vice versa (in the comoving frame the geodesics are time reversal symmetric). Note further that there are special values for the free parameter φ 0 as well, since when
we haveφ ι A = −φ A , or in other words the symmetric case where the BH velocity sits midway between the incoming and outgoing directions. This symmetry is of course also true if v A points in the opposite direction, corresponding to
Gravity assist
In order to compute the speed gain picked up by particles following the trajectories described in the last section, we need to change into a "resting" reference frame where the BH is moving. Instead of going into the binary frame (at the centre of Fig. 3 ) though, it is less messy and thus more illuminating to utilize an intermediate frame (whose associated quantities are denoted with an overhead hat) where the BH is at the origin, but moving with a linear velocity matching its instantaneous velocity v A in the binary frame. We also align the axes of the intermediate frame with those of the comoving frame, so the geodesic is on theθ = π/2 plane. In other words, the intermediate frame is translated and rotated against the binary frame, but is instantaneously stationary against it (over much longer time scales than that of a slingshot, the intermediate frame rotates against the binary frame, please refer to discussions at the end of Sec. 3.2), thus would record the same particle speeds. Essentially, we are borrowing the technique commonly employed for constructing numerical initial data for BBH simulations (see e.g., [61] ), namely approximating the metric near the BHs (where slingshots take place) by linearly boosted single hole solutions 3 . Such strategies have been shown to produce sensible results, in that the simulation quickly settles into a quasi-circular binary motion with minimal changes to BH parameters (such as spin) or binary parameters (such as separation), which is only possible is the initial data is already a fairly good approximate. It is then easy to apply the Lorentz velocity transformation formulâ
where −v A is the velocity of the intermediate frame as measured in the comoving frame, and γ = 1/ 1 − |v A | 2 is the associated Lorentz factor. One cautionary note though is that we are not dealing with a Minkowski metric when close to the BH, so while it is obviously easier to apply Eq. (23) when both the comoving and the intermediate frame quantities are expressed under Cartesian coordinates, one needs to be careful when constructing these coordinates. The standard rules of
do not lead to orthogonal Cartesian basis vectors under metric (6) if f (r A ) 1, and so the process of taking projections becomes more complicated. Fortunately though, we are only interested in the asymptotic speeds of the particle whenr A → ∞, so we only need to deal with the flat regions and Eq. (24) can be applied without complications, together with a number of additional simplifications (we will use the subscript · ∞ to flag expressions only valid in this context). To begin with then, recall that we can chosen theφ A = 0 orx A direction by utilizing the freedom endowed by φ 0 , and we find it convenient to fix it to be the projection P(v A ) of v A onto the plane of the geodesic (see Fig. 3 ). LetΘ A be the angle between v A and thez A axis in the comoving frame, then from Eq. (18), we have
Note that although we are in the intermediate frame, we can still useφ A as an abstract parameter along the geodesic. We have then thatvˆx
where explicitly
with cn and dn being the Jacobi elliptic cosine and delta functions, and
We have now all the ingredients for computing the initial and ending speeds |v ι/ ∞ | ≡ |v(φ ι/ )| and Lorentz factors
allowing us to evaluate the effectiveness of slingshots in the relativistic context. Strictly speaking,φ ι/ are asymptotic values, and the initial and ending speeds need to be obtained via a limit-taking process. However, the velocity of the particle will not change much once it is far away from the BH, so the limit can be obtained simply by plugging theφ ι/ values given by Eqs. (19) and (20) into thev ∞ expression (unliker A , there are no divergence issues withv there).
Parameter dependence
To gauge the efficiency of the relativistic slingshots and their parameter dependence, we compute some concrete example speed/Lorentz factor gains with representative configurations. Overall, we have two adjustable BH parameters M A and |v A |, and four geodesic parameters φ 0 ,Θ A , E and L (noticeably but not surprisingly absent is the mass of the particle, so all nuclei will be accelerated to the same Lorentz factor). The parameter space is thus too high in dimensions for us to explore exhaustively. Instead, we restrict the more constrained BBH parameters to a limited set of fiducial values. Specifically, following earlier discussion below Eq. (2) (see also discussion later in Sec. 3.4.1), we continue to use the example value |v A | ∼ 0.01c (corresponding to b ∼ 2000M tot by Eq. (2)), but also 0.04c (b ∼ 200M tot ), 0.1c (b ∼ 20M tot ) and 0.2c (b ∼ 6M tot ), to show scaling against |v A |. We also set M A = 30M , roughly matching the first binary seen in GWs; but note that changing this value won't alter any results in this section, since it is the only length scale in the problem, and speeds are dimensionless in geometrized units (any two quantities whose ratio is a speed must have the same dimensions, and thus scale with M A in the same way -since it is the only length scale, leading to the scaling factors cancelling in the ratio). The parameterΘ A is also not particularly interesting. Having v A outside of the plane of the geodesic simply reduces the effectiveness of the gravity assist, as Fig. 7(a) demonstrates. Since we are interested in the maximum boost in Lorentz factors achievable, we setΘ A = π/2 throughout the remainder of this section.
The most interesting and variable parameter is the specific energy E, which asymptotically ( f (r A ) ≈ 1) is the particle's Lorentz factor in the BH's comoving frame -not the binary or intermediate frame (i.e., not the specific energy we measure for the UHECRs on Earth, otherwise there won't be a speed-up due to slingshots, since E is conserved along geodesics). It is however not too far removed from the binary frame value (because the BHs' speeds are not quite O(1)c, so the differences between the two frames are not exceedingly high), and can be used as a rough indicator of the latter. For application to UHECR, it is important to examine how the speed gain per slingshot evolves when the particle has already sped up during previous episodes, i.e., how it evolves against increases in E (note that E is only conserved during each individual slingshot, and not when the geodesic is threading through the binary, whose metric is not stationary; so subsequent slingshots will carry increased E, reflecting the gains from previous slingshots). With each E value, it is also interesting to know the speed-up's dependence on how close the geodesics get to the BHs (i.e., on the L values). We therefore numerically compute, for each E choice, the maximum percentage Lorentz factor gain as optimized over φ 0 (see Fig. 7 (b) for dependence of γ ι/ on φ 0 ), as a function of the ratio L/L min . The results of this exercise is presented in Fig. 8 .
Naively, one might worry that since slingshots cannot possibly speed up a particle already moving at the speed of light, their efficiency would diminish as a particle speeds up towards c. While this is certainly true in terms of speed gains, Fig. 8 shows that the situation is different with the Lorentz factor or specific energy (which increases more rapidly against speed as the latter becomes larger) that we care about. From the figure, we immediately notice a universality in terms of E, indicating that as the particle energizes up through successive slingshot instances, the efficiency of each subsequent slingshot does not decline or increase. Furthermore, the relative gain scales roughly (slightly more aggressively than) linearly with |v A |. Fig. 8 demonstrates that within the allowed parameter range, it is impossible to catapult particles to the UHECR energies with a single slingshot, so multiple slingshots will be necessary. It is obviously too restrictive to fine-tune the initial conditions of the geodesics so that all the slingshots accelerate particles with nearly maximal gain. Barring the existence of attractor resonant orbits, such configurations would be unrealistic to achieve in sufficient prevalence to reproduce the UHECR luminosity within real astrophysical settings. Instead, we envisage that the relevant geodesics to be quite arbitrary and chaotic (see Fig. 1 ), containing not only sub-optimal accelerating slingshots but also decelerating ones, making the RS acceleration mechanism essentially a statistical one, as opposed to a direct one. Just like the Fermi process then, the accelerating slingshots must somehow win out over the decelerating ones. This is indeed the case. Because of aberration, a cloud of particles coming towards a BH in the binary frame from all angles in a uniform distribution would crowd onto the head-on direction in the BH's comoving frame (where the spherical symmetry allows these geodesics to be treated on an equal footing; so this frame is appropriate for statistics), meaning that with particles moving about rather randomly in the binary frame, it is more likely to have them scatter against the BHs in a roughly head-on rather than head-tail configuration, implying that acceleration rather than deceleration would win out statistically. Alternatively, one may simply borrow Fermi's argument that head-ons are more likely due to greater relative velocities [30] , which allows for an estimate of the relative probabilities of accelerating versus decelerating events occurring (proportional to the relative velocities, see discussion below his Eq. 13), which then raises the average (weighted according to said probabilities) percentage energy gain's dependence on v BH from linear (when only accelerating slingshots occurs along the UHECR geodesics) to quadratic. In other words, the RS mechanism is similar to the original Fermi acceleration, i.e., being of second order. Fortunately though, the scattering centres in RS are BHs with relativistic speeds (while those in the Fermi acceleration are slow moving magnetic perturbations), so the loss of efficiency is nowhere near as severe (i.e., unlike the Fermi process, there is not as much incentive to elevate the RS process to first order).
Repeated slingshots
For our study, it is also useful to consider hypothetical optimal orbits that can achieve UHECR energies with an absolute minimal number of slingshots. This is because, first of all, they provide an indication as to by how much estimates based on Newtonian elastic scattering formulae (see Sec. 3.1), ubiquitously adopted in less extreme slingshot contexts, would have been off, thereby justifying our extra effort in deriving the relativistic expressions. They can also serve as "standard reference cases" that can be used to compare the RS properties across different binary configurations. Specifically, the simple near-linear dependence on BH speed |v A | allows for a very simple estimate on the minimal number N min of slingshots required to reach UHECR energies. Take the frequently evoked typical UHECR energy of 10 19 eV, translating into a Lorentz factor of around 10 9 for nitrogen nuclei (14 nucleon with rest mass ≈ 1GeV each), then in the upper limit case of a 50% gain when |v A | = 0.2c, we have that
Note that when arriving at Eq. (30), not only have we used the maximum gain across all possible L/L min (after already having optimized over φ 0 andΘ A ). To evaluate these N 0.2kc min into concrete numbers, we need to estimate the initial Lorentz factor γ P 0 . Note that when the particles first become captured by the binary, they would have lower but still relativistic speeds, since they would have to fall into the NZ of the binary before the slingshot actions can ensure. Assuming an initially stationary particle being attracted gravitationally towards the binary, falling from infinity into the NZ with boundary at R NZ ∼ 20000M tot , then equating the specific gravitational potential M tot /R NZ to the specific kinetic energy gain of γ P 0 − 1 4 , we obtain γ P 0 ∼ 1.00005 (or an initial speed of 0.01c), which gives
This estimate is of course subject to uncertainties. For example, due to technical difficulties, we have not considered rotating BHs, but a fast-spinning BH can plausibly further fling the particles as they make close passes near its event horizon (i.e., increase the gain per slingshot). Furthermore, as already alluded to in Sec. 2.1, a rapidly spinning BH will help prevent particles from falling into it. Because the GW data [21, 23, 24, 25] thus far have appeared consistent with moderate individual BH spins however, we will not pursue this matter further.
The differences in N min as given by Eq. (31) for the different stages of the binary inspiral has important implications for deciding which stage of the BBH coalescence is the most relevant in terms of UHECR production. These minimal values are already larger than the number of deflection events seen for the arbitrary (generic) trajectories displayed in Fig. 1 , so the geodesics producing UHECRs may be somewhat rare among the entire population (i.e., occupy a small volume in the space of geodesic initial data). They are however always possible. For example, [62] had shown through an analytical analysis of a simpler axisymmetric static surrogate model to the binary, that null geodesics (which our particles would approximately follow once they become highly relativistic) in a two-BH (dihole) system form a chaotic system, containing sequences of going-around-a-BH actions with arbitrary length (in fact, even infinitely lengthy ones where the geodesics do not ever escape or fall into either BH exist). The issue though, is how much rarer are the longer sequences. If the vanquish probability for a particle (due to it falling into the BHs or escaping the binary prematurely with too little energy) after each slingshot can be modelled as being a constant ν, then trajectories fulfilling N 0.01c min would be a factor (1 − ν) 900 (≈ 10 −271 if ν = 1/2) rarer than for those satisfying N 0.1c min , favouring the merger rather than the earlier inspiral phase as the stage of UHECR production, which implies a bursty, rather than steady, nature for UHECR sources.
However, this constant ν assumption is not necessarily justified. Note first that for a particle to escape the binary, it is not sufficient to just have enough energy. The particle has to consistently move in the same outward direction over a period of time. Such escape attempts are however frustrated by the rapidly shifting gravitational potential in the vicinity of the binary, due to the BHs moving about. So the velocity of the particle becomes randomized (see Fig. 1 ) and its escape more difficult. In fact, trapping is possible already under the less favourable conditions of a static dihole, for more quickly moving light rays following null geodesics, and the trapping orbits can even be stable [63] . Also note that as compared to Fermi acceleration, trapping is much easier and more direct in the RS mechanism, since the scattering centres (BHs) themselves exert a long range attractive force. Instead, falling into the BHs likely represent a greater contribution to ν (this is what we see in our Newtonian simulation that produced Fig. 1 ), and this contribution declines as a particle picks up speed, since it then becomes more light-like, thus more resilient to being pulled into a BH. In other words, ν likely declines as the number of slingshots already experienced by a particle builds up, causing further slingshots to become less difficult to achieve. Consequently, ν has a negative correlation with energy, which may explain the hardening of the UHECR spectrum as compared to galactic CRs, produced by first order Fermi acceleration with an energy-independent ν (see below Eq. 3 in [32] ). If we instead concentrate on any particular energy and let binary separation vary, this consideration then ameliorates suppression due to large N min numbers and opens up the possibility that BBHs in earlier inspiral phases end up winning out as the more proliferate sources, due to the greater population of BBH systems in this stage. We turn to this issue in the next section (before returning to some more discussion on the geodesics in Sec. 4).
Astronomical binaries
Source population
From discussions in Sec. 2.2, we recall that it is advantageous for those source binaries responsible for the harder ( 5EeV) UHECRs to reside within the local universe ( 1Gpc), since then the photodisintegration of the C/N/O group elements provides Table 1 . Approximate GW frequency f , BH speed |v A |, and time-until-merger T corresponding to various binary separations b, as well as the population P op of all binaries with separation equal to and below that b value heading the same row.
a high energy cutoff in the UHECR flux density spectrum at precisely the correct place, without needing to invoke an extremely sharp intrinsic cutoff in the acceleration mechanism (due to its scarcity of length scales -see Sec. 4, there is no new suppression mechanism turning on in the RS process that could cause such an abrupt cutoff at a specific energy). Indeed, the dipole in the galaxy distribution extracted from the 2-micron all-sky redshift survey extending to about 300Mpc (see Fig. 3 in [64] ) is approximately consistent with the large scale UHECR anisotropy (see Fig. 3 in [37] ). Within such a moderately expansive volume, BBH systems are abundant. The aLIGO detector, without even reaching its design sensitivity (∼ 1Gpc for M tot = 100M ), and turned on for only a few months, had already seen five (and a sixth at lower confidence) BBH merger events (rate estimate is 2 − 600Gpc −3 yr −1 , see [22] ). The population of binaries still in their secular quasi-circular inspiral stage is thus quite substantial, since binaries spend much more time in this stage than the plunge-merger phase. Specifically, a simple quadrupolar estimate on the rate of energy loss due to gravitational radiation, and subsequently orbital decay, yields for the time-until-merger
where the proportionality coefficient is such that two 30M BHs will have around one minute till merger when they enter the LIGO and VIRGO band at a GW frequency of around f = 2 × Ω/(2π) ≈ 10Hz (translating to around b = 20M tot by Eq. (2)). In a steady state population distribution then, the number density ρ per unit frequency range at any given f must satisfy (by continuity equation with a steady injection from binary formation, and a steady removal due to mergers)
Taking the geometric mean (averaging over orders of magnitude) of the most optimistic and pessimistic event (having a BBH in band) rate estimates, at (still quite conservative given the number of events already seen) ∼ 35Gpc −3 yr −1 (i.e., total population density of BBHs with less than one year to merger, or b 550M tot for M tot = 60M , is 35Gpc −3 ), we obtain that the proportionality coefficient in Eq. (33) should give
at any moment in time. Using Eqs. (33) , (32) and (2), we can then compute the relevant numbers corresponding to various stages of the BBH coalescence, which are displayed in Tb. 1 (note that b ≈ 3000M tot is less than half of the solar radius, so the binary orbit is still quite tight even in this case). For b 550M tot , we essentially have a transient burst source, corresponding to the BBH merger events, happening at a low frequency of 2 − 600Gpc −3 yr −1 . This demands a certain luminosity from each source, in order to account for the rate of UHECR observations on Earth. More quantitatively, an approximation for the flux seen on Earth at above 10 19 eV is given in [65] at
whereṖ op is the burst event rate and E ≥19 is the total energy injected into UHECR at above 10 19 eV. The second line of Eq. (35) should be approximately unity to match observations (see Fig. 2 of [65] ). The total energy of ∼ 10 51 −10 53 erg is quite formidable, but still smaller than the ∼ 5 × 10 54 erg injected into GW (both the slingshots and GW ultimately get their energy from the dynamical gravitational field surrounding the BHs) during the merger event [21] , so the overall energy budget is in principle available. The more pressing issue is whether there exists a large enough population of carrier nuclei to propagate this energy out. Fortunately, the energy per particle is extremely high, at ∼ 10 19 eV in accordance with Eq. (35) , so the total number of particles is only roughly 5 × 10 44 per burst event, translating to around 10 −6 − 10 −5 times the mass of the Moon (or 10 −13 − 10 −12 M ) depending on whether the particles are protons or C/N/O nuclei. An accretion disk (likely much more tenuous than those seen in e.g., X-ray binaries, and without the dense disk processes like thermal X-ray emissions) forming out of fallback material of the hypernovae explosions [66] or tidally disrupted objects [67] (in particular, in the popular dynamical evolution channel for the formation of extremely tight BBH systems that can merge within the age of the universe, interloper stars are required to thread through the -already rather close -binary to take away orbital energy, and can become partial tidally disrupted in the process, see [68] for a concise introduction and references), and kept around (prevented from being quickly accreted by the BHs) by the binary tidal torque and/or the existence of a dead zone [69] , could thus plausibly supply the required particle number. For the accretion scenario to operate effectively though, one has to consider the constraints laid down by Eddington luminosity. However, it is not the UHECR luminosity that's the relevant one, because the UHECR energy is concentrated on a very small number of particles, as opposed to a large number of low energy photons, so there is little chance for the infalling material to collide with them. In other words, the UHECR particles streaming outwards will not produce a pressure that shuts down accretion. The relevant luminosities are instead those associated with the lower-energy-per-particle radiation, such as X-ray or γ-ray, carried by swarms of particles (e.g., photons) that permeate the BBH region. Studies have shown that these luminosities (they are not produced by the RS mechanism, and are independent of the UHECR luminosity) are quite low (see e.g., [70, 71] for theoretical studies, and also note that the lack of EM counterparts to BBH mergers places direct observational constraints). If this bursty scenario is dominant though, one could potentially hope for a correlation between UHECR and GW observations, with one signature of the RS mechanism being that the UHECRs temporally precede the GW (but deflection of the CR particles by magnetic fields may cause them to take a detour, so careful data analysis is needed). So far, efforts had been made to search for photons and neutrinos coincident with GW from a double neutron star merger [72, 73] , and if BBHs are indeed the sources of UHECRs, two new fronts in multimessenger astronomy may open up, namely the utilization of charged particles as messengers, as well as with BBHs as observation targets.
Alternatively, as discussed at the end of Sec. 3.2.3, it may not necessarily be prohibitively more difficult to find geodesics making many more slingshots. If this is true, then the inspiral phase of the BBH, lasting hundreds of years even as the binary is already very tight, would serve as a steady/continuous source to the UHECRs. Moreover, the number density of such BBH systems is very high (first two rows of Tb. 1), which contrasts with other possible steady sources such as clusters of galaxies or radio galaxies (at P op ∼ 1 − 10Gpc −3 , see e.g., [74] ), and helps the RS mechanism to better reconcile with the lack of significant small scale clustering in observed UHECR directions [75, 76] . Incidentally, the population density for b 3000M tot , as displayed in the first row of Tb. 1, is just above the lower bound set by [75] according to clustering considerations (when assuming magnetic deflection angles appropriate for a mixed composition). Thanks to this large population, the demand on particle supply at each site is also lower in the steady case, for which [65] 
where L 19 is the steady luminosity above 10 19 eV from each source system. Substituting in the population estimate for b 3000M tot , we have that ∼ 2 × 10 34 nuclei (equalling the rest mass of 25 − 50m 3 of Earth rock) must escape each BBH per second. One may wonder if this opens up the possibility that even without accretion disks, interstellar medium may suffice. We do not deem this scenario plausible, since at the average one particle per cm 3 interstellar medium density, the flux would clean out the BBH region 10 × 3000M tot (slightly larger than the size of the sun) across in just a few seconds. Although with a density of 10 6 cm −3 in cool dense interstellar medium regions, this time scale grows to about a month, we have to take caution that the estimate is done without accounting for the particles falling into the holes. Therefore, accretion is still likely required. If this steady scenario is dominant, then we would not expect coincident observations by UHECR and ground based GW detectors, since the BBH systems would only enter into the sensitive bands of the latter at the very last stages of inspiral, just a few cycles before merger. In principal, space-based gravitational wave detectors with appropriate arm-lengths may be able to see the inspiral phase, but given the very large number of sources, they likely will only see them as a stochastic background and not disentangled individual sources, so this avenue for establishing GW counterparts to UHECR may not be easy, unless we are lucky that one or few sources are particularly close by.
Competing energy draining processes
Besides the main accelerating RS mechanism that's the focus of this paper, we must caution that just as with any other proposals on the UHECR sources, there could be a myriad of other processes also at work in the source region, which could drain energy out of the particles, resulting in more slingshots being required to reach the UHECR energies. The most familiar of such energy loss channels is perhaps synchrotron radiation, which for a nuclei gives an energy loss time scale inversely proportional to the magnetic field strength squared [77] 
where B is in units of Gauss and E 20 in multiples of 10 20 eV. This tends to be a serious issue with EM acceleration mechanisms (e.g., it represents an additional constraint on the Hillas-plot), since the accelerating process itself demands a strong magnetic field. The RS or other gravity-based processes thus possess an advantage in that B can be tuned down without affecting the energization mechanism. With Eq. (37), we can estimate an upper bound for B below which synchrotron losses will not become a significant factor during the RS process. For the steady source case, the time needed to achieve N 0.01c min light crossings across b = 3000M tot is around half an hour, and for t S to be larger than this (i.e., for the loss time to be greater than acceleration time) we would need B < 40G. For the bursty sources, the constrain is even looser, the light crossing time for N 0.1c min and b = 20M tot is 1.2s, leading to B < 1500G. With a BBH system, there is little observational clue regarding the strength of a surrounding magnetic field (possibly supported by currents within a circumbinary accretion disk). Nevertheless, we can take some cues from the situation where a single BH accretes from a companion star. When a particularly strong burst of accretion happened for V404 Cygni, the magnetic field strength in the synchrotron radiation region has been measured to be 33G [78] , which is comparable to the steady case limit computed with the idealized N 0.01c min . If such a field strength is indeed comparable to that around a BBH then (also note that magneto-rotational instability could possibly further boost the field strength beyond that of a steady accretion), it could be argued that bursty UHECR sources are more favourable.
The other commonly evoked energy loss channel in the UHECR context is the inverse-Compton scattering against photons. This loss can not be estimated without ascertaining the photon background. But we can once again estimate upper limits above which the energy loss time scale due to this effect becomes smaller than the acceleration time scale. The ratio between the energy loss rates for inverse-Compton scattering and synchrotron radiation is normally approximately equal to photon energy density u rad over magnetic field energy density u mag . So we can take the results from the last paragraph as starting points, and use the black body expression
to obtain the threshold radiation temperatures of ∼ 10 5 K for the steady sources and ∼ 10 6 K for the bursty sources. The temperature of the Sun is around 6 × 10 4 K (photosphere) to 2 × 10 7 K (centre), so taken at face value, our estimates suggest that a freshly disrupted hot star is less favourable as a supply for UHECR candidate particles than cold accretion disks forming (a long time ago) out of hypernovae fall-back material. One should be careful however, that the naive energetic argument above only leads to a very generous upper limit for how important inverse-Compton scattering can become. In reality, at the extremely high charged particle energies (in its rest frame, the photon is strongly blue shifted) relevant for UHECRs, the Klein-Nishina effect would strongly suppress the scattering cross section.
Conclusion
In this paper, we derived general relativistic slingshot formulae with the aim to preliminarily investigate the possibility that repeated slingshots around the BHs in a tight binary may be able to accelerate accreting particles into UHECRs. Our computations show that there is no degradation to the effectiveness of the slingshot mechanism even as the particles already possess extreme energies. Therefore, the RS mechanism overcomes perhaps the most rudimentary and difficult issue facing any UHECR source theory, namely that the accelerating mechanism may shut down at a threshold energy below the incredible macroscopic values recorded observationally. For example, if acceleration is accomplished with an electrostatic field instead, then once the energy of the particles rises above a certain level then, the photon energy will become greater than the rest mass of an electron-positron pair (only 1MeV, much less than the energies of the UHECR), causing a cascade of pair production that shorts out the electric field and thus shuts down further acceleration. On the other hand, the ability of the RS mechanism to avoid such an energy ceiling is not entirely surprising, given the particularly simple physics involved. One notes that in geometrized units, energy carries the dimension of length, but there is really only one length scale M tot in the equal-mass binary problem (this is why one does not need to simulate BBH systems differing only in M tot when making GW templates, since one can simply rescale all results according to their dimensions), so there really isn't many ways to construct such an energy ceiling. In contrast, in the EM alternative, one would have the charge and mass of the particles, the electric and magnetic field strengths at the acceleration site, the radius of curvature of the magnetic field etc all available for one to make up many quantities with the dimension of energy, which can then plausibly serve as the energy ceiling. Unfortunately however, it is not possible to analytically string up the individual slingshots into complete chaotic geodesics, and examine how the population of particles depends on the total number of slingshots experienced (the jaggedness of numerical data in Figs. 1 and 2 of Ref. [26] hints at how difficult this task would be). As a result, we haven't been able to produce a detailed source energy spectrum in this paper, and can not ascertain whether the UHECR sources should be bursty or steady within the RS framework. Indeed, given these limitations in our analysis, we can not claim that the RS mechanism is viable as an explanation for a dominant proportion of the UHECRs produced in the universe. It may well turn out to only be of cursory importance. However, we think RS is sufficiently interesting in its own right as an acceleration mechanism, that it is worthwhile presenting and analysing it to the fullest of our abilities, and hopefully garner interest from more capable investigators. To make more realistic assessments on just how much of the observable CRs observed on earth, if any, were produced by RS, much more sophisticated investigations are required, which are perhaps best performed with fully nonlinear numerical BBH simulations, because we need to examine the late inspiral and plunge-merge phases, for which post-Newtonian expressions may not be sufficient, and also particularly because the relevant geodesics will sample the regions that are the strongest in gravity and also the most dynamic. The true BBH system being dynamic also means that the analytic technique of approximating the binary by the static and axisymmetric Majumdar-Parapetrou spacetime, which produced some of the qualitative features that we quoted in Sec. 3.2.3, is no longer applicable for a quantitative study. On the other hand, large separation b values at hundreds or thousands of M tot may be quite challenging to simulate numerically, since the gravitational attraction between the two BHs is weak and numerical errors, especially those arising from the initial junk radiation (the initial data of the simulation are not precise, so the spacetime needs to settle down into the physical solution by first radiating away the errors of the man-made initial data; this radiation can contain high frequency components that are under-resolved, see e.g., [79] ) can possibly send the two BHs flying apart. So a post-Newtonian NZ (see Fig. 3 ) glued onto two boosted Kerr-Schild (BHs are not singular on the horizon in this coordinate system, thus more appropriate for numerics) IZs may be the best that's currently practical for this case.
Beyond the binary metric, one would also need to launch a vast number of geodesics into the simulated spacetime (perhaps similar to [80] and [26] , but with many more of them), in order to carry out a population study to find out how much accretion onto the binary is needed to provide sufficient luminosity, and acquire a detailed prediction for the spectrum. This could be done postprocessing, but the coding has to be very careful to avoid all these geodesics separately and repeatedly carry out time-consuming input/output operations to read in stored metric data from the hard drives. A better strategy may be to integrate the geodesics concurrently with the main spacetime simulation, but this may require alterations to the various fundamental utilities in the code such as those handling time-stepping. Nevertheless, we expect rich rewards for experts willing to carry out this task. Due to the BH motions being regular, the phase space of geodesics in a binary likely possess clean organizational structures (i.e., the distribution of geodesic properties won't be completely random, so we have refrained from making oversimplifying statistical assumptions such as "complete randomization in the impact parameter between consecutive slingshots" that would undoubtedly result in wrong predictions for the UHECR spectrum), perhaps similar to those found by [62] and studies of geodesics in the even simpler but also axisymmetric Kerr spacetime (see e.g., [81] ), but which can only be richer in structure with a truly dynamical BBH system given the reduced symmetry, and thus reduced number of conserved quantities constraining the geodesics. In other words, it is likely that the geodesics capable of producing UHECRs correspond to particular classes of dynamical systems concepts, in which case it may become possible to put the studies on spectrum and emission skymap etc on a quite solid mathematical footing, generating precise testable predictions. We hope our proposed astrophysical relevance would help give some impetus to this study.
